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Abstract: In everyday lives, note boards play a very important role. We may promote the
distribution of information in a paperless culture by replacing a traditional analog notice board
with a digital notice board. In any institution or public places such as bus stops, train stations,
colleges and malls, the Notice Board may be a primary influence. It could be a difficult approach
to take multiple notes day by day. This note monitor involves a different user. Project aims to
create a moving message display with a dot matrix using a microcontroller and IOT, where the
characters switch constantly from the left to the left. We used ATMega8 microcontroller for this
project. An 8-bit microcontroller family ATMega8.The processor frequency is a top graded
16MHz. Thanks to its basic specifications of a 4.5V-5.5V power supply, ATMega8 provides
exceptionally successful prototyping. It's around 100MHz shift frequency and has a 3-stage
performance storage record, and we've finally used a 16x32 point matrix display. A code first
created. At first and there have the perfect outcome. This is the advanced wireless notification
board prototype. Internet is used to wirelessly transfer the message from the browser to an LED
display inside the IOP-based web managed notification board. The key goal of the project is the
creation of a wireless update board displaying messages received from the motive application of
the customer.
Keywords: IOT, LED, Display, Cloud, Smart phone.
1. Introduction
The Notice Board is a vital mechanism for the processing of information in lives. We see
boards in various areas such as classrooms, stations for the subway, shopping malls, bus stations,
workplaces, etc. [1]. We may assume that boards of notice are areas where details can be left to
the public such as advertisements, events advertisement or to the public [2]. Now it is
appropriate to place a different individual on the notification board. That would contribute to
time waste and the use of workforce [3]. The paper is the primary medium for transmitting
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information in traditional analog type boards. We know that there are infinite quantities of
details. There is therefore a wide use of paper to display the infinite numbers of details [4].
With the automated warning board, issues posed by wooden or standard style notice
boards are fixed. It will have a much simpler and effective way to move notices around the world
[5]. We chose the internet as a media for transmitting information, because of the popularity of
the Internet. The Internet of Things is a community of physical computers, vehicles, consumer
electronics, and many other items that can be connected electronically. [6]. Software to link and
share data to these objects. Each computer can be unique in its identification with its own e-mail
identification Embedded computing system but can function within the current Internet
infrastructure. Therefore only information may be submitted by their respective authority.
Raspberry pi is the heart of the framework [7]. A monitor with Raspberry Pi is interfaced. This
means fabrics in text, photos, and pdf formats should appear on huge screens. A key
acknowledgment is that it hides the subject much more.
By using high-definition screens on the Message Screen, people may be more interested
than standard notification boards. In the conventional wireless notification board only text
messages can be displayed [8]. However in addition to text messages, photographs and pdf
documents can be viewed on the recently introduced framework [9]. Since most material is
distributed in the educational establishments by higher authorities as photos or in pdf format.
Thus showing this information is more user-friendly for the system [10]. The sender will deliver
messages everywhere in the world because of the use of the internet. The effective sharing of
information cannot be restricted in any way [11].
2. Related Works
GSM technology is used in the early days to show information. Here GSM is used to
collect and view information from the authorized user on the Automated Notice Board. In this
operation, a simple text message is sent. Sending a message separately from a message with text
content makes it unstable.[12].The launch of Bluetooth technologies will accelerate and improve
compatibility. Software is used to authorize the transmission of message through Bluetooth [13].
This work focuses primarily on cable substitution and can be transmitted at a rate of 1 Mb per
second. The range of Bluetooth is limited (about 70m to 100m). Data are however only
approximately 250 kb per sec. However, data ratings are just around 250 kb per sec. Wireless
notification forums, which are mainly based on Wi-Fi, are now used in many areas, such as
universities, schools, educational stations, and airports [14]. A Raspberry Pi, a receiver that can
access your Wi-Fi network. If someone needs to send information to the Raspberry PI, they can
use Wi-Fi first. Sender and recipient therefore need to be within the Wi-Fi network [15]. Wi-Fi is
around 100 meters as far as possible. This selection ensures that the sharing of information must
take place within the borders.
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3. Proposed System
The main characteristics of the proposed device are to design a simple and user-friendly
device that can create a virtual alert board that provides messages to the user over the Internet,
and in particular can receive and receive logon rights for dates and notifications. Allow time and
customer reception. Configure the board every day without problems and use the device every
time. The device contains components, and in Figure 1 these components are referred to as
sender and receiver. It is the broadcaster's responsibility to transmit important recordings via WiFi devices. To enter the automatic message board, the caller must enter an appropriate Internet
address. To prevent unauthorized access to network addresses, there is secure authentication with
username and password. You cannot gain permission to enter the virtual word of mouth until the
username and password entered are zero. When someone enters your ideal password and answers
their call, you enter this internet network from a closed laptop or mobile phone. We are using the
Android framework to make more tools

Figure 1: Design of the proposed system
This software helps the sender to access the site address directly. In addition, this android
program contains a voice-to-speech interpreter. The sender will then deliver a text message
without typing messages by his own language. These messages, including text content reports,
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image reports, and PDF files, can be sent to the cloud. Simply put, cloud ensures that data and
software are stored and retrieved over the Internet instead of the disk of the computer. The cloud
is just an image for the web. The Raspberry Pi can connect to the network via Wi-Fi within the
recipient's area. Raspberry Pi is an inexpensive tool that uses a mouse and keyboard to connect a
computer or TV using hyperlinks. I'm starting to use Scratch and Python and risk targeting
people of all ages. It can do everything would expect from a laptop to produce laptops, word
editing, internet browsing and video replay. It collects data around 5v from the cloud via power
supply after switching to the Raspberry pi. The website address for the cloud data collection is
specified by the program of the processor. It appears on the computer as messages are sent.
Raspberry pi has no VGA port. The LCD monitor interface for Raspberry pi is then used for the
HDMI interface. Scrolling is seen on the screen of the submitted text messages. Images sent
would show on the screen in the same manner. The software written in the Raspberry Pi first
transforms Pdf files to an image format. It will view after all the pdf pages have been translated
into images. The pdf file is presented in a parallel manner on both pages. The panel is divided
into two parts to accomplish this monitor. The page is seen in each line. The next pages will be
shown after a certain pause. After a brief pause all these messages will be shown. We also offer
the option of the web connection to remove and change. If senders want the photos or pdf files to
be removed, itmay only remove them by clicking on the relevant connection on the web page.
Even when we like, we erase or alter text messages. When the texts have been removed from the
cloud and will be deleted for a limited period on the monitor. We may change the text color, the
size of the text, the graphical view, and pause between messages by simply modifying the
program.
4. Results
The system has been tested successfully for reliability and feasibility. Raspberry is a
transmitter and user is interfaced with a wireless network Console in the PC paper and android
program. Raspberry pi is linked to the WiFi network for connectivity to cloud data. After the
relation data is generated, displays are shown.

Figure 2: login page
For transmission of documents, the sender must access the login tab. The computer login page is
shown in Figure 2. The Password and the username are specified by default.
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Figure 3: invalid password
If we enter incorrect usernames and password, the login tab displayed in Figure 3 would
be a mistake. Thus, even as enter the right man or woman and password with inside the columns,
the subsequent internet web page is seen on the net site

Figure 4: Upload page
Upload text, pdf, and graphical files tab. uploading icons. Furthermore, there is a
different button to uninstall transmitting data beforehand. The upload page on the Web server as
is seen in Figure 4.
5. Conclusion
This article is about an improved wireless bulletin board. On the Internet powered by IOT
Bulletin boards, the Internet is used to send messages wirelessly from the browser on the LED
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display. Wireless infrastructure enables easy data transfer over long distance. This project is
about an improved wireless bulletin board. On the Internet powered by IOT Bulletin boards, the
Internet is used to send messages wirelessly from the browser on the LED display. The main
goal of the project is to develop wireless notifications. A bulletin board is displaying messages
sent by the user's mobile app. This saves time, cable costs and device size. Data can be
transmitted globally from everywhere. The authentication device for username and password sort
for shares is supplied. The notice board traditionally used for Wi-Fi. A small distribution
spectrum, but the internet is used as a media in the system. So the coverage area is not a concern.
On chip or SD card multimedia data can be stored. Text and multimedia details can be displayed
with increased accuracy as easily as possible.
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